
 

Ex. No. 

UPX0713 
1:20-cv-03010-APM 

From: Jim Kolotouros < redacted@google.com> 
To: Bryan Mao <Redacted@google.com> Rosie Lipscomb Redacted@google.com> 
Subject: Re: [NTK, ACP] Samsung+ Redacted plan 
Cc: Christopher Li Redacted @google.com>, Kate Lee <Redacted@google.com>, Richard Lee <Redacted@google.com>, Karen 
Diamond < <Redacted@google.com>, Simon Tokumine <Redacted@google.com>,  Jeff Boortz Redacted@google.com Vishal 
Sunkarapalli < Redacted @ google.com>, Christian Veer Redacted@google.com>, Erin Simon< Redacted@google.com> 

* * attorney client privileged * * 
adding Rosie, as the current path will impact the messages Samsung conveys to the DoJ and the impact of  MADA on their 
devices, business, and users. We can discuss this on Thursday as well. thanks. Jim 

On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 1:54 PM Bryan Mao <Redacted@google.com> wrote: 

Attorney-client privileged & confidential 

Ok great, glad you're already aware Chtis. Is there any particular info that would be helpful for you at this point? Any 
questions or concc1ns about the plans you've heard so far? 

On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 2: IO PM Christopher Li Redacted@google.com> wrote: 

PRIVILEGED / CONFIDENTIAL 
+Jim Kolotouros +Kate Lee +Richard Lee 

Hi Bryan - thanks for this. Yes, we are aware of the situation. We'll find time to chat live about it. Kate - I 
know we briefly touched upon this in a recent chat, but it would be great to get your steer if any of this plan 
is a surprise or you have potential concerns about it. We can cover that in our follow up conversation. 

On Tue, Nov 17, 2020 at 1:04 PM Bryan Mao <Redacted@google.com> wrote: 

+Christopher Li - as you can see in this thread, there's a confidential, Need to Know  project called Redacted that may 
affect Samsung. In short, due to a new law in Australia, Search features may be disabled starting Dec 3 across Australia 
This includes Discover and most/all Search and Assistant functionality. If this goes through, it would obviously have a 
major impact across Samsung devices in AU (see a few mocks below). 
There's some quick background - from here we should chat live about why this is happening and what our planned 
product response is. It would be great to get your input as the project unfolds. The shutdown isn't definitely going to 
happen, but we are planning for it all the same. This obviously isn't our ideal way to start out the new relationship with 
Samsung ... 
For now, here's my doc-specific to Discover on -1. 

Defa ult experience for Discover on -1 
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